The GRAPEVINE
March, 2016
Hi Everyone,
Rain, clouds, drizzle, mist, showers, monsoon, deluge, rainbow, sun! Rinse, repeat. February was indeed
wetter than average - one day actually broke the all-time rainfall record for Victoria (February 15th - 65 mm).
Kudos to you plein airers who carry on despite the soggy onslaught! You are made of stronger stuff than
most. When that dazzling sunshine does appear, staying indoors feels downright sinful - we all need our
Vitamin D…so, it is but good, healthy advice to take advantage of a break in the clouds…go outside and
create. For encouragement, check out Nina Johansson’s link on the last page.
In this Grapevine, we also offer our congratulations to the award winners in the latest shows as well as tips of
the hat to those in current and new shows. Nicole Sleeth’s creative process in painting her award-winning
figurative works is included as well as a Q &A with Anne Hudec, SFCA, a presenter at last January’s
membership meeting. Anne, a juror last year, also alerts us to changes at the Sidney Fine Arts Show. Finally,
photos from Dominik Modlinski’s workshop remind us of the joy and the challenge of a creative life.
This year provides many opportunities to show your work. Rein (ahem!) in the distractions and continue to
raise the bar. We all benefit from seeing and enjoying your efforts!
All the Best,
Inga Nykwist
Contact:
Website:
Website:

info@victoriafca.com
www.victoriafca.com
shawnmaynard@hotmail.com

Art Avenue:
Grapevine:

nancy.letkeman@shaw.ca
inganyk@gmail.com

FCA Victoria, Chapter Meetings
Monthly meetings are held at Windsor Park Pavilion on the third Thursday of each month from 7:00 to 9:00 pm.
(Please bring your own mug – goodies will be provided.)

The next FCA Victoria event is a demo by landscape artist Chris Gollner . Join us:
Thursday, March 17th, 2016 at 7 pm

Windsor Park Pavilion in Oak Bay

SPOTLIGHTING OUR ARTISTS – SINCE LAST GRAPEVINE:
Success at the Artists’ Choice Show in Vancouver:

Carol Koebbeman’s, Father's Diary,
Mother's Gloves won third place.
(PS: They really did belong to Carol’s parents...)

Lori (Krushinsky) McGee received an
Honourable Mention for her abstract,
Benchmark.

SPOTLIGHTING OUR ARTISTS – UPCOMING EVENTS:
Showing at the Federation Gallery’s Abstract Exhibition, March 1-12, 2016 are:

Shelley Wuitchik’s Ancient Giant

Linda Darby’s Ancient Memories

Abstract Exhibition, March 1-12, 2016 (cont.)
Vedrana Ascroft’s Water Spirit
Water Spirit is Vedrana’s very first abstract painting

Sharon Stone’s
Critical Mass

VICTORIA FCA SPRING SHOW
April 6th – 17th, 2016
The Victoria FCA Spring Show will be held at the Coast Collective’s new premises at
Westridge Landing on Wale Road in Colwood. Jurying will take place on April 4th –
drop off between 10:30 – 12:30. Returns pick up between 10:30 – 12:30, April 5th.
Formal call for submissions to come soon along with juror information.

ALSO, DON’T FORGET OUR INVITATION TO:

'NANAIMO FINE ART SHOW'
June 3 – 5, 2016
Sponsored by Nanaimo Chapter of FCA
Fees for entries received before March 17th are discounted. Submissions close midnight on
April
27th,
2016.
To
enter
see
the
Nanaimo
FCA
website:
http://nanaimofca.blogspot.ca/2013/11/shows.html .
For more information contact Vida
Newington, ramblingroses@shaw.ca .

VICTORIA FCA ANNIVERSARY SHOW
Next up after the Spring Show will be Victoria FCA’s Anniversary Show – 75 years young – to be
held at the Cedar Hill Recreation Centre from June 22nd – July 6th, 2016. The show will take place
in the Main and Café Galleries. Again, call for submissions to come soon including confirmation of
final dates and times.

Remember to follow the standards for submission to Victoria FCA shows:
http://www.victoriafca.com/resources.html#submitting
______________________________________________________________________________________

VICTORIA FCA MEMBERS IN OTHER LOCAL SHOWS

You’ll have to have wings to catch the exhibit ending March 1. Mary
Conley, along with 5 other artists in Nancy Slaght’s studio group, explore
drawing and design at the CAC Main Gallery in Cedar Hill Recreation Centre.
Mary Conley was also the subject of a February 28, 2016 Times Colonist
article by arts writer Robert Amos:
http://www.timescolonist.com/life/islander/robert-amos-artist-just-wants-tohave-fun-1.2185842

AGGV MASSEY GALLERY
As reported in last month’s Grapevine, works by Sharlene Stushnov-Lee, Dawn Joy Ritchie, Marcela Strasdas,
Kathy Cameron and June Haynes are showing in the Art Gallery of Greater Victoria’s Love at a First Glance
small works show & sale, until March 6, 2016.

COAST COLLECTIVE
Homage to Monet by June Haynes is included in Spring Showcase at
Coast Collective Art Gallery until March 6.
Also as reported in Last Month’s Grapevine, June Haynes has 20
abstract paintings showing in the offices of the Deputy Assistant
Attorney General until March 31, 2016.
In addition, June will be showing her work at Saanich Municipal Hall 2nd floor gallery, from April 6-May 3.

FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH – MARCH 3RD TO MARCH 31ST
Caroline Hunter is having a ‘mini-show’ of seven to
nine paintings at the First Unitarian Church of Victoria
on West Saanich Road (opposite the Red Barn
Market) for the month of March.
A Promising Day

Sunset Pathway

Moorland Pathways

THE VILLAGE GALLERY

Kathy Cameron’s works, including Wetland and Li’l Hoot, continue
on show at The Village Gallery ‘Small Works’ show in Sidney until
March 15, 2016.

VICTORIA SKETCH CLUB – ANNUAL EXHIBITION AND SALE – MARCH 15TH TO MARCH 20TH
The Victoria Sketch Club is celebrating its 107th year - the oldest art group in
continuous operation in Western Canada. Several Victoria FCA members
are taking part in the Club’s Annual Exhibition and Sale at GlenlyonNorfolk School Gym, Beach Drive Campus, in Oak Bay.
For more information visit www.victoriasketchclub.ca or email Virginia
Hutzuliak: hutzuliak.virginia@gmail.com

LANGHAM COURT THEATER LOUNGE GALLERY
Susan McGillivray is the featured artist
during the Langham Court Theatre
production of “Female Transport” –
March 2nd – 19th. She sends her
invitation to the Art Show reception on
Sunday, March 6th, 1 – 3 pm at 805
Langham Court.

OLD SCHOOL HOUSE ART CENTER IN QUALICUM BEACH

Andy Lou’s recent landscape paintings are on
show until March 12th.
In January, two of Andy Lou’s watercolours
were selected by the Contemporary
International Watercolour Masters
Invitational Exhibition in Yuannan, China.

NEW ACTIVE MEMBER
New Victoria FCA active member Kathleen Schmalz has been busy building
a new home in East Sooke but that does not appear to have been a
hindrance in having paintings accepted to Vancouver’s Landscape show:
First Light- Sooke Basin and the UVic Legacy Gallery ‘Praxis’ show Hunting
Heron #2. She also has a painting in the Sooke Fine Arts Society
fundraiser. Is anyone feeling sloth-like?

THE BAY CENTRE - 'WOMEN HOLD UP HALF THE SKY' EXHIBITION
In celebration of International Women's Day, Sheryl Fischer is exhibiting 2
works, February 25-March 13, 2016.

Sheryl Fischer has also, along with fellow artist
Ginny Glover, invited artists to create a
birdhouse for auctioning off at a fundraising
event to be held at the Inn at Laurel Point on
March 29, 7:00 p.m.
To date, about 125 artists are participating.
Tickets are on sale on line and at Ivy's
Bookstore (Oak Bay village) and The Shieling
(Cadboro Bay village).

OTHER HAPPENINGS
Mike Leavy is acting Artist in Residence at Our Place in the absence of
Elfrida Schragen. In a 2-hour slot on Friday
afternoons, he paints residents with quick,
decisive brushwork. Mike finds the sitters
have been very appreciative and he is
finding the work interesting and
rewarding.

Bev Robertson,
Doreen Green and Jim
McFarland all had
works in February’s
Ladysmith Fine Art
Show. Bev
Robertson’s She'll Shine
Again One Day was in
February’s Vancouver
FCA Landscape Show.

NICOLE SLEETH – FEBRUARY 18TH, 2016
The lovely Nicole Sleeth walked us through her
creative process for painting the stunning large
nudes that have garnered her so many awards.
Nicole is a traditional, atelier-trained artist with
experience gained in Ottawa as well as at the New
York at the Academy of Art. She is relatively new to
Victoria after having worked a number of years in
Vancouver where she retains gallery representation.
Two things during her talk where particularly
surprising. First, she only paints from photographs.
The photographs are her own – as many as 1000 in
a 3 – hour session with a model. From that session
she selects 1 or 2 photos, tweaks the colours in
Photoshop and prints several glossy photos as
working copies. She uses her own printer to ensure
the consistency of results between printer and
monitor, as well as to maintain the model’s privacy.
Model selection is key to Nicole as she feels she cannot work with a model that is nervous or tense. What she
is looking for in her latest series of ‘Gaze’ paintings are models that are comfortable in their own skin and able
to look back and engage the viewer. Susanna, to Nicole’s right, for example, is not a professional model but
Nicole knew she wanted to paint her as her manner was unafraid and almost feisty. Her attitude would
immediately draw in the viewer for a conversation that was about more than her physical appearance.
From the selected photograph, Nicole develops charcoal studies
to develop her own impression of the model and to work out
backgrounds – all of which helps avoid a too “photo-centric”
approach to the painting.
Nicole’s large linen canvases are special-ordered from Opus. In
a process that takes about 2 weeks, she
begins by pouring Gamblin oil painting
ground (an oil-based gesso) on the sized
surface and spreads it with a silicone
spatula. That is allowed to dry, then lightly
sanded, and a second coat is applied. The last coat is allowed to dry for at least a week.
To begin the painting, she doesn’t use mineral spirits (a chalky result) or liquin (may be
stability issues as a base) to thin the transparent earth red or preferably, Old Holland
transparent red oxide, she uses. Instead she just applies the paint and uses a rag to thin
the paint where she wants the light to come through. She allows pieces of the orangish
base to also come through the surface painting as well.
The second surprising thing about Nicole’s process is that she uses a closed palette, i.e.
she spends at least a day to mix all of the colours she intends to use in a painting –

occasionally taking time to match a colour with the photograph by dabbing the colour on the 8 ½ x 11 inch
photo enclosed in a plastic sleeve. When she stops painting, she puts an open bottle of clove oil in with the
palette to help slow the palette from drying out. She questions whether it is effective but she also has some
concerns about putting the palette in the freezer and the effect on the paint.
Some of her mixing colours: Williamsburg: permanent
crimson, quinacridone red, burnt umber; Old Holland:
transparent iron oxide lake, Kings blau light, grey white, thalo
green/viridian, flesh ochre, ivory black, sepia extra; Gamblin:
yellow ochre, raw sienna, permanent alizarin, also flake white
as it is not as toxic as titanium white; Michael Hardy:
ultramarine blue (highly recommended).
After preparing the closed palette, Nicole takes another day or
two to develop a colour study on a wood panel. Again this
helps sort out the background and provides a check that she
hasn’t missed preparing a colour. She tries to get the image as
accurate as possible in the first go. The freshness and
simplicity of the colour study is something she keeps in mind
for the larger painting.
Interestingly, she starts her large paintings at the feet and works upwards saying that it establishes the
framework for the face and head. She paints the first layer with a bristle brush and the second layer with
sable brights. She spends her time on the third layer of the painting on the face and hands. The detailed
hands on Susanna were exquisite to see close up. In the later stages, to thin the oil paint, Nicole may use
some walnut oil. She cleans her brushes with linseed oil.
Nicole is experimenting with opening up her closed palette and greying out areas of the figure in an effort to
avoid being too precise in her work. In her view, emphasizing detail can detract from the intent of the
painting. Her latest work (shown on Nicole’s left in the first photo) was made in one pass rather than two and
although it is a reclining figure, it does seem to exude more movement and energy with its patches of paint
obscuring the figure’s outline against the background. Creating that sense of animation in figure painting is
something she strives for and admires in the work of Michelle Doll and Philadelphia artist, Alex Kanevsky.
Finally, to protect a painting, Nicole applies retouch varnish when it is dry, and after one year, coats the
painting with Damar higher gloss varnish.
What could be finer than spending an evening with an artist comfortable in her own skin, sharing her work
and passion for expression? Find more at her website: www.nicolesleeth.com

SOCIETY OF CANADIAN ARTISTS – ONLINE EXHIBITION – MARCH 15TH TO JULY 15TH
Marney Ward has had 3
paintings accepted into the
online Exhibition of the Society
of Canadian Artists:
www.societyofcanadianartists.
com.

The paintings are
titled: Blue Lace
Cap, Butchart's
Begonias (already
a prize-winner in
the 2015 Sidney
Fine Arts Show)
and Dancing in the
Light II.

FEDERATION OF CANADIAN ARTISTS (VANCOUVER) CALENDAR OF UPCOMING SHOWS:
Exhibition Name

Submission Deadline

Exhibition Dates

Success!

Painting due date:
March 4, 2016

March 15 – 27th , 2016

March 1st, 2016

March 29 – April 10th, 2016

Juried; Open to Active and
Signature members.

April 12th – 24th, 2016

Juried; Open to Active and
Signature members.

April 26th to May 8th, 2016

Juried; Open to Active and
Signature members.

Flowers and Foliage

Entry Details

Board of Governors juried in
Signature Status applicants
only

Painting due date:
March 25th, 2016
March 19th, 2016

Canvas Unbound

Culture

Painting due date:
April 8th , 2016
March 31st, 2016
Painting due date:
April 22, 2016

**Please check the Canadian Federation Artists’ website http://artists.ca to confirm these dates
and to obtain further information regarding submission requirements and/or future shows.

VICTORIA FCA WORKSHOP WITH DOMINIK MODLINSKI – FEBRUARY 27TH & 28TH

Dominik Modlinski's "Bold
Brushwork and Colour Workshop"
was certainly not for the faint of
heart. It was an action- packed
weekend with so much valuable
information. During the first day,
we covered - much needed for any
artist - colour theory and colour
mixing as we worked producing
several colour charts with only 3
colours plus white (Pthalo Blue,
Quinn Red and Cad Lemon Yellow). On the second day, Dominik
demonstrated his process and we all painted along using the same
reference photo and still only 3 colours and white. We ate lunch
while we watched slide presentations or as we watched Dominik
paint. He kept a good pace throughout the 2 days!

Great reviews keep pouring in - it
was an amazing weekend.
Everybody left full of new found
knowledge and excited about
colour, contrasts and brushwork.
Thank you Dominik!
Photos & text courtesy of Marcela Strasdas

Q & A with Anne Hudec, SFCA
Anne Hudec is an award-winning artist and senior member of the FCA known
especially for her soulful watercolour paintings of statuary drawn from her world
travels. Her art has been published in no less than 4 editions of the prestigious
Splash: The Best of Watercolor series of books that annually highlight premier
watercolourists. In 2010, her painting Iconic Crown was displayed on the front cover
of the North Light Books publication. In recent years, Anne has often acted as a juror
for FCA and other shows.
Are you someone who has always been an artist
or did you find your artistic expression later in
life?
I did well in art and applied design classes in school, and was encouraged
by teachers who saw my potential. I always had something in my hands
that was creative. My creative focus alternated between different forms
of expression, and knitting was a passion at one point. I even
contemplated opening my own knitting design studio. However, as an
adult my creativity was shelved for other life pursuits. It was actually my
mother-in-law who encouraged me to pick up art again by taking classes
and it blossomed from there. Therefore, I think one can re-ignite your
creativity at any age if there is a desire.
What training did you receive that had the most impact on your artistic development?
I have been fortunate enough to take a number of watercolour classes with very
talented local and international artists, who have been instrumental in my
studies. But I have also learned that it isn’t just the instructor, it is where you are
in your development. You can hear something repeated numerous times, but it
takes the right moment in your learning for it to sink in and give you the “Ah-ha”
moment where it really will make a different with how you paint or see things.
What is your current art set up and what materials could you not do without?
My studio space is small, so I work at one desk with an easel. That means that I
have to put away a watercolour in order to work on a sketch or vice versa.
Maybe that is why I stick to one medium because it is too much work to dig
other mediums and supplies out of the closet! As for “what I could not do
without”, I would say masking
fluid. Although some watercolourists find it creates hard
edges, I find it gives me flexibility with textures that can’t be
created any other way.
What artists inspire you?
Many artists do, but for contemporary watercolours it would
be Stan Miller, Mary Whyte and Cindy Agan’s portraits and
pets. Through social media I am seeing more Russian and

Chinese watercolour artists who are awe-inspiring and have amazing control over the medium.
What is the most memorable response you’ve had to your work?
I have had a number of collectors and viewers say that when they have had
to deal with exceptionally difficult life circumstances, that looking at my
work brings them a sense of peace in the middle of turbulence. That is one
of the greatest compliments I could receive.
What do you wish someone had told
you when you began you journey as an
artist?
What Catherine Moffatt eventually told me: there is no “top rung” of
knowledge to reach of the artistic ladder. Wherever you stand on it, there
is always something more to know, something more to learn. I kept
expecting there would be a point that painting would be effortless. And I
learned along the way that every painting has its easy passages and
difficult passages. It is the pushing through the difficult passages that
completes a painting.
What are your 3 favourite art books or digital resources?
I have had many people say to me “I wish I could draw, but I can only
create stick figures”. I always point them to the timeless book: “Drawing
on the Right Side of the Brain” by Betty Edwards. I consider the
information in it invaluable, and her method of teaching very practical. The 2 nd reference book is “The
Watercolor Painters Pocket Palette”. It is a visual mixing guide that saves lots of experimenting with various
colours – it is a good jumping off point to explore colour mixes. And finally… after a long period of resistance, I
finally broke down and joined Pinterest. Why did I wait so long? There are fabulous images of other artists’
work that are inspiring, as well as images to practice from – photographic poses for drawing the figure,
portraits, or to study anatomy and more.
Do you have a dream project you can share with us?
I do, but if you don’t mind, I think I will keep it to myself until it comes to fruition ;)
What question do you wish I had asked and how would you answer it?
As a juror, a question I am often asked is: “Why didn’t my painting get accepted into the show”? Every artist
asks this question. First of all, artists should try not to take it personally. I think almost everyone has been in
that situation (often more than once), myself included. But there are many factors that make up the
adjudication process. Even something as simple as a large quantity of paintings being submitted with a similar
motif to yours can affect the outcome. The judges might take the one(s) that have been treated in a more
unique way, or that may have been a little bit stronger. It does not mean that your painting was lacking, and
your painting could potentially win an award in the next show you enter based on the variety of work and
combination of jurors. So, please do not get discouraged – just keep painting and focus on your vision.
Thanks, Anne!

SIDNEY FINE ARTS SHOW – CHANGES AFOOT
The Sidney Fine Arts Committee, once autonomous in running the Sidney Fine Arts Show held in October every
year, was prompted to resign recently. Victoria FCA Members will have received an emailed copy of Anne
Hudec’s letter urging artists to voice their concern to the Arts Council (CACSP: Community Arts Council of the
Saanich Peninsula) President and Board (http://cacsp.com/contact/). As Anne Hudec notes:
The Sidney Fine Art Show has been a cornerstone for the arts community since its inception 13 years
ago. It is a highlight of the year for many artists – both emerging and established, and gives each artist
the opportunity to show their work in a fabulous setting, receive recognition for their creativity, sell
their art at a reasonable commission, and potentially win handsome prize money – and with that – strive
to reach the Master’s category.

The show has made a profit continuously and the money generated is returned to the Arts Council to fund its
programs with some seed money returned to the SFA Committee to do its work. According to an Arts Council
member, last year, 2015, was one of the most successful in terms of artist participation, attendance and sales.
‘Why mess with success?’ springs to mind.
Arts Council president, Danny Daniels, says “enhancements” to the show are in the works, two of which he
says are to include a First Nations component and a financial structuring of the show with the Mary Winspear
Centre. The new direction of the Sidney Fine Arts Show has not yet been fully disclosed by the Arts Council
Executive but Danny Daniels assures all that any proposed changes to the show will not take place in 2016.
The changes will be implemented with the participation and input of the SFA Committee in 2017. The Arts
Council has therefore invited the SFA Committee to resume its work but, with or without the SFA Committee,
it intends to have a Sidney Fine Arts Show in 2016.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

OTHER WORKSHOPS
If you are quick you may get one of the places left in a Nanaimo
workshop with Mike Svob. Register at:
www.nanaimofca.blogspot.com/2016/01/workshops-2.html

.

LAST THOUGHTS
Nina Johansson (http://www.ninajohansson.se/) is an instructor
in art, design and computer graphics in Sweden. Commuting to
work was something tedious until she found what a difference a
Bic pen and a sketchbook can make.
Another of her projects began when she worried that her
imagination had gone to sleep. She bought a calendar, some
fineliners and artist brush pens, and made one drawing a day for
an entire year. The drawings each
took 1 to 2 hours.
Nina
Johansson’s
imagination
is
definitely
alive
and
kicking.
http://bogglemymind.tumblr.com/ She photographed the calendar pages
with an iPhone 6 and edited them using Snapseed and Photoshop express
apps on the phone.
In keeping with the water, water, everywhere theme, I want to add a few more
Scandinavians. Three of them who paint water so extraordinarily well:
Stanislaw Zoladz
http://www.zoladz.net/ is a Swedish watercolourist whose
award-winning water paintings just floor me.
Zoladz has benefitted from the work of a more famous
Swede, Anders Zorn (1860 – 1920),
http://www.anderszorn.org/ ,
who painted water scenes in
addition to his paintings of
high society. Zorn, also a good
businessman, added nudes to
many of his outdoor motifs.
No doubt it was an older Norwegian, Frits Thaulow (1847 - 1906) and his oils
paintings of moving water that inspired Zorn and other extraordinary water
painters who followed.

http://www.gonorway.no/norway/articles/54

***************

